Roundtable Supplement Guide

Use this content collection, provided by our thought-leading partners, to supplement your learning and enhance your roundtable experience.

Published in IFMA’s Knowledge Library

- Competing Safety vs. Privacy Issue: The Workspace Technology Perspective
- Which is More Hygienic, Paper Towels or Hand Dryers?
- Strategic Planning for a Post-COVID Workplace
- The A-to-Z Guide on Hoteling
- Handprints Over Footprints, Combining Social Impact with Environmental Stewardship to Create Net-Positive Enterprise
- 6 Steps to Optimize the Move Management Process In Your Space Management Software
- Return to Business Guide: 4 Steps Every Workplace and Campus Needs to Know and Do Before Reopening
- Six Suggestions for Managing Retiring Facility Worker Transitions
- Streamline and automate lease accounting with IBM TRIRIGA
- Mastering the Move Management Process
- IDC: IBM Watson Works on Reinforcing a Safe Return to the Workplace
- IBM leverages Watson AI, industry apps to aid back-to-office efforts
- The Evolution of the Office: Learning from the Present and Reimagining the Future
- Leveraging IoT to Improve Building Operations and Passenger Perceptions
- Ensuring a Seamless Tenant Experience for Vertical Transportation
- Six steps for effective Capital Planning
- Healthy Options for Sustainable Facilities: Hand Dryers Versus Paper
- The Complete Slip, Trip and Fall Prevention Audit

External Links

- A New Approach to Maintaining Clean Spaces Featuring Dr. Debra Harris
- Ace Your Business Case for Space Management Software